Drying

Cabinet

SD-1700 / 1900

Floor standing….the economic cabinet with electronic sensor drying
An extremely versatile unit for drying all household
laundry, sports and leisure wear. The SD-1700 / 1900
drying cabinet also provides ample airing cupboard
storage space. The electrically heated cabinet is ideal for
drying delicate and mixed fabrics, woollens and silk
garments etc. with suitable temperatures in conditions
that are kind and gentle to your clothes. The cabinet also
offers a convenient method of drying rain soaked outdoor
and leisure clothes. This model is supplied with an
electronic controller featuring both energy saving
automatic programmes with sensor drying, and manual
time control drying programmes.

Three hanging rails fitted to the
inside of the door panel

BENEFITS Space saving, economic to use with heat recirculation system, easy to use, simple to install, clean and
maintain. Convenient airing cupboard storage. Suitable for robust and delicate fabrics.
FEATURES An ergonomic hanging rail system with three sets of rails, equivalent to 16m of hanging space, that can
slide outwards to assist the loading process. The middle and lower position rails are hinged so that they can be folded
back to allow longer garments to hang freely from the upper set of rails. The three rails fitted to the inside door panel
are useful for hanging small items e.g. gloves and socks. Service and maintenance can be carried out simply by
removing the heater cartridge with the cabinet permanently fixed to the wall. The cabinet door hinges can be
reversed to suit left- or right-hand opening.
INSTALLATION The cabinet is supplied ready for connection to the mains power supply with a UK type 3 pin plug, fuse
rated at 10 amps. Ventilation to outside atmosphere is recommended. Two spigot adaptors and a short length of
100mm flexible ducting hose are supplied; additional material is readily available from most builders merchants and
DIY outlets. The ducting is fitted to the top of the cabinet. Separate ducting may not be necessary if the room is fitted
with an existing permanent extraction system. The power supply point should be located above or to the side of the
cabinet, as the unit must be securely fixed to a solid wall.
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS Features a range of automatic time control drying programmes, and manual time control
functions, with additional fan only drying at ambient room temperature.
All heat cycles incorporate a 10 minute cool down period. Safety overheat protection is standard.

Drying Cabinet SD-1700 / SD-1900
APPROVALS - SEE DATA PLATE
LOAD CAPACITY
EVAPORATION RATE
ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
FUSE RATING
MOTOR
HEATING ELEMENT
OVERHEAT CUT-OUT
CONTROL
DIMENSIONS
HEIGHT

IPX4
Up to 6kg
Up to 25g / minute
Single-phase, 230 V, 50/60 Hz
10A
38W
2000W
Yes
Automatic sensor PLUS Manual timer
1700mm / 1900mm
Height adjustment
(plus 15mm)
DEPTH
605mm
Overall depth with door pull (630mm)
WIDTH
595mm
WEIGHT
56 / 60kg
COLOUR
White
EXHAUST DUCTING
Diameter
100mm
EFFECTIVE DUCT LENGTH
Maximum
3m
EXTRACTION RATE
95m3 / hour
NOISE LEVEL
Maximum
Max 55 dB(A)
PERFORMACE SPECIFICATION AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION*
(Based on general household laundry processed in a washing machine with high spin extraction)
Programme

kW hour/kg

Drying time
(minutes)

Temp. maximum

AUTO ECO+

0.10

600

Room temperature

AUTO LOW

0.79

180

approx. 45°C

AUTO LOW EXTRA DRY

1.06

240

approx. 45°C

AUTO HIGH

0.64

85

approx. 70°C

AUTO HIGH EXTRA DRY

1.20

160

approx. 70°C

* All values quoted above are approximations and will vary with type of load and ambient conditions

AUTO HIGH ECO

0.57

260

approx. 70°C

*All values quoted above are approximations and will vary with type of load and ambient
conditions

Electronic controller featuring automatic and manually
timed drying cycles with cool down
Middle and lower hanging rails in the
upright position

TEL: 01442 872323

EMAIL: info@peko.co.uk

WESBITE: www.pekodryingcabinets.co.uk

G & E AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT LIMITED, UNIT 3, BOURNE END MILLS, UPPER BOURNE END LANE,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS, HP1 2UJ
We reserve the right to alter specifications without notice.
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